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INCOME TAX
Car Expenses

B. R.'s demobilization leave expired on April 3, 1946. He bought
a car for £575 on March 28 and began work as an assistant in general
practice on June 1. What car allowances can he claim? (It is
assumed that lhis agreement requires him to own and use a car at
his own expense.)

He can claim an " initial allowance " (at 20°%) and " depre-
ciation allowance " (at 25% per annum) for the period from June 1,
1946, to April 5, 1947. Some difficulty may be experienced in
determining the amount on which these allowances should be
calculated -assuming that the car was used privateiy before
June 1. A reasonable basis would seem to be to take the
starting figure at £575 less 20% depreciation for two months-i.e.,
£575-(2/12 of 115 of £575)=£556. The usual rurming costs, etc.,
should also be claimed.

Accommodation of Assistant
F. W. inquires what is the position where accommodation (but

not board) is provided for an assistant, but not in the principal's
residence?

*** The matter is not entirely free from doubt, but in our view
if the principal engages the rooms and is liable to pay the rent for
them he can deduct the rent as a professional expense, but the
amount is not chargeable to tax as income of the assistant. If, on the
other hand, the assistant is liable to pay the rent but the principal
pays it for him, the amount would represent income of the assistant.

Pension: Earned Income Relief
P. B. has retired on a pension from a local authority and tax is

deducted under the P.A.Y.E. system. He inquires as to the " earned
income relief."

*** The " personal " allowances are given by the operation of the
"Code Number," and P. B. will presumably have received a notice
giving him particulars of the allowances being effected in that way.
The earned income relief applies - to all income coming under
" P.A.Y.E." and is given automatically by the tax deduction tables.
Since the relief varies with the amount of the iricome it could not
be given, as " allowances " are given, in specific sums.

LETTERS, NOTES, ETC.
Balanitis

"X. Z." writes: As an elderly surgeon, retired from the staff of
my teaching hospital, I should like to add a note to the reply to
the question under this heading in the issue of the Journal of
April 27 (p. 671). Balanitis causes physical irritation and mental
anxiety. It recurs at intervals. Many years ago I had found local
appiications useless. As your contributor says, "ordinary personal
hygiene and keeping the affected area dry are all that is necessary."
The problem is how to achieve this. Circumcision would do so,
but the foilowing simple measure renders operation unnecessary. The
prepuce is retracted and the patient is shown how to wrap some turns
of 1 in. (2.5 cm.) gauze around the glans and the retracted prepuce;
the end of the gauze is slit with scissors and tied in a bow knot.
The area becomes comfortable at once, but sometimes it is not easy
to retain the gauze in position, and when the gauze comes adrift
friction with the clothes is rather uncomfortable. The bow knot
makes reapplication easy. It is convenient for the patient to carry
a roll of 1 in. gauze in his pocket. Only sufficient gauze is needed
to keep the prepuce retracted and to protect the glans from friction.
For the first few days comfort demands that the gauze be reapplied
soon after it has slipped, but very soon the intervals between
reapplication are lengthened until, in a shorter time than it would
have taken a circumcision to heal, it is found that the glans is no
longer sensitive to friction with the clothes, the secretion has dried,
the prepuce remains retracted, and no further attack occurs.

Dr. Troup of Pretoria
Miss FREDA TROUP, B.A., and Dr. ADRIANUS PIJPER write

from Box 5783, Johannesburg: We have collaborated to compile a
life of Dr. J. MacD. Troup of Pretoria (whose death last year was
recorded in your columns) for private circulation. There must be
many among his colleagues, and possibly still some of his university
contemporaries, with whom we are not in personal contact, who
would like to have a copy. We therefore beg your assistance in
making this known. The story is told mainly by contemporary
letters, and there is an authentic ring to the account of life as a
small boy in Scotland, and later at St. Andrews and Cambridge
Universities and King's College Hospital. After Dr. Troup migrated
to this country his letters to his brother, Sir Edward Troup of the
Home Office, form an interesting contemporary record of everyday
life and opinion. Through all emerges implicitly thle character of

a man of great character and understanding, who deliberately for-
sook the youthful promise of professional eminence and shunned
fame and wealth for the toil of general practice, preferring its
reward of friendship above all other, and gaining, despite himself,
an unsought renown. His story is by no means unique in his
generation, and this perhaps enhances its interest. We are publish-
ing this book, Physician and Frientd, by subscription, the subscriber
being entitled to one copy for every 30s. paid. Any r'irplus funds
there may be after expenses have been met will be divided between
the South African Medical Benevolent Fund and King's College
Hospital, of which Dr. Troup was a student and a Governor. Those
wanting copies are asked to communicate with us as soon as possible.

Nocturnal Erections
Mr. GEOFFREY PARKER (London, W.) writes: I have just read the

question and answer (May 4, p. 707) on nocturnal erections.
Would you suggest to your writer that he have his patients very
carefully urethroscoped. Cystoscopy will reveal notlhing, but since
I wrote a paper on haemospermia (Proc. roy. Soc. Med.) just before
I went into the Army I have seen three cases, with very similar
symptoms. In two of these a small subepithelial cyst was seen in
the prestatic urethra, just distal to the verumontanum, and the
third man had a very congested verumontanum. All three appear
to have been cured by fulguration of the cysts, which had the
effect of bursting them, and also of the congested verumontanum.
I do not know what the origin of these cysts may be; they might
be retention cysts, following chronic inflammation, or may be con-
genital in origin.

Dr. H. E. COLLIER (Worcester) writes: Help may be given by
(a) regular attention to the bowels and (b) avoiding drinking
fluids late in the day. If either of the patients be suffering from a
urinary excretory defect (whether due to heart or to kidney), the
erections and passage of urine at night may be attributable to the
defect. The erections may be " caused by " the full bladder.

Nocturnal Proctalgia
Prof. F. C. PYBUS writes: In 1910 I sent a description of this

condition-which I called nocturnal rectalgia-to the B.M.J., but
which apparently was not thought worthy of publication. It was a
most definite reality, for I became acquainted with it while house-
surgeon at the Gordon Hospital, S.W. (in 1909). I could find no
accouht of it in the books on surgery or rectal diseases, and it was
apparently unknown to any proctologist with whom I was then in
contact. As this rectal pain is sometimes accompanied by priapism
it might have been thought to be due to a prostatic lesion, but its
occurrence in the female proved this incorrect. Indeed it may affect
a whole family, male and female alike. In 1931 I had, through a
request in the B.M.J., considerable correspondence with doctors who
suffered from it or who had met with it in their practices. I am
now, however, able to indicate a means of speedy relief. If the
sufferer will start the gastro-colic reflex by taking food or drink
(preferably the former) he will find that within a few seconds
the pain wiil disappear as if by magic.

Stethoscopes for the Deaf
Dr. C. H. R. KNOWLES, of Sutton Emergency Hospital (Sutton,

Surrey), writes: In the answer to a question on the most efficient
type of stethoscope for the use of a deaf doctor (April 20, p. 633)
no mention is made of electric stethoscopes. A highly efficient
instrument of this type has a piezo-electric crystal microphone, with
tone and volume controls, and is fitted into a small portable case.
My own deafness is such that with the ordinary varieties of stetho-
scope (and I have tried them all) I can never hear such sounds as
crepitations or an aortic diastolic murmur, and very often I am
quite unable to hear the heart sounds or the normal respiratory
murmur. With the acquisition of one of these electric stethoscopes,
however, all my auscultatory problems have been solved, and my
deafness is in this respect perfectly compensated. If the querist
would care to communicate with me J should be delighted to give
him further details of my experience with this instrument.

A Clean Shave
Dr. WILLIAM MURRAY (Birmingham) writes: Dr. L. Erasmus Ellis

(May 4, p. 710) mentions that with seven razor blades and using
a different one each day of the week, some of them last for months.
I think it is worth noting that I have no difficulty in making one
razor blade last a year, by the simple expedient of rubbing it gently
?very day on the inside of a common glass tumbler filled with hot
water. I have used only three blades in the past three years, and
all were blades that bad previously been discarded as finished.

Precaution when Using Throat Packs: Correction
We hasten-to correct a misprint in Dr. H. Parry-Price's note pub-

lished last week (May 18, p. 786). The fifth sentence should read:
The lid of the throat pack tin is painted red, and across it in white
letters "THROAT PACK IN."
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